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FREEDOM FROM TOXIC 

RELATIONSHIPS 

 

 

Discover and Understand Soul Ties 

Strengthen Godly Ties 

Remove Ungodly Ties  
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INTRODUCTION TO  

FREEDOM FROM TOXIC RELATIONSHIPS 

 

Thanks for your interest. I pray these teaching materials will lead you into a deeper 

understanding of yourself and of God.  

The teaching portion is divided into sections short enough to read during any brief 

time period. They are designed to provoke thought and introspection and to direct 

you to more study as needed.  

You will find a study guide at the back of the piece. It is also divided into sections 

that correlate with the teaching portions. The study questions can be used on your 

own or with a group for discussion. Like the teaching, they are meant to stimulate 

soul-searching, as well as God-seeking.  

Each teaching and study guide section may be removed and perused separately. 

Reorganize them as you wish! 

The materials are taken from my own experiences, study, and understanding. They 

are not intended to take the place of teaching or counseling, but to supplement 

them. If you are seeing a counselor, you may consider them as a part of your 

healing journey.  

 

Blessings— 

CF Sherrow 

Cords of Grace Ministries 
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PART 1 

BLESSED BE THE (SOUL) TIES THAT BIND . . . OR NOT 

 

Do you have soul ties?  

Whether you know it or not, you do. Everyone does if they are living and 

breathing on planet Earth. 

 

No exceptions. 

    

I first heard about soul ties about twenty years ago. It was at a Family 

Foundations, International seminar taught by Craig Hill. He explained that a soul 

tie occurs when two people have a relationship or experiences that “knit” them 

together on an emotional (soul) level.   
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           If you like, you can visualize a soul tie as an 

emotional and spiritual umbilical cord connecting two 

people. In the womb, nourishment can be transmitted 

from mother to child, but so can disease. A similar 

transmission occurs with soul ties—positive things (like 

love) can be transmitted both ways, but so can 

negative things (like jealousy). 

Perhaps first we should define the term “soul”. The soul is one part of every 

human. We are all three-part beings made up of body, soul, and spirit. 

What is the function of each?  

The spirit is our means of communicating with God. That’s the part that salvation 

redeems completely. It’s purified and sanctified—it has to be in order to be one 

with the Holy God. 

The body is our means of living on earth, of communicating with the physical 

realm, if you will. It protects us from a lot of damage. Imagine what would 

happen if you couldn’t feel heat or cold, pain or pleasure.  

And the soul is our means of communicating with others on more than just the 

physical level. I’m sure you’ve experienced the sensation of an attitude or a 

feeling that seems to be below the surface of what a person says. A fancy term for 

this is subliminal communication. It’s the message underlying the message. 
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Sounds like the soul is a complicated thing, doesn’t it? Well, the soul has three 

parts, just as we have three parts. The soul contains the mind, will, and 

emotions.  

 

Usually, classifying a soul tie is done through the emotions. Ask yourself: 

  

 Does your relationship generally feel positive or negative?  

 

 Does it consistently uplift both of 

you? Or consistently downgrade 

either of you? 

 

 Is there freedom to be yourself, or 

does one person try to manipulate the other?   

 

 Do thoughts of the other person continually invade your 

mind? Good feelings or bad? 

 

 Is there an issue of dependency on either side? 
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Now let’s examine some soul tie basics: 

1. Soul ties form without our realizing it.  

 

2. Soul ties can be positive. These are called “holy” or 

“Godly” ties because they follow the original plan God 

designed for relationships. 

 

3. Soul ties can be negative. These are called unholy or 

ungodly because they pervert God’s plan. 

 

4. Soul ties can change from holy to unholy through 

persistent attitudes and actions. Holy and unholy can 

even coexist in the same relationship.  

 

5. Soul ties can’t be removed or broken unless someone 

takes action.   

 

  

Have you discovered any soul ties in your life? 

 Of course you have. You’re human, aren’t you? And chances are you have both 

holy soul ties and unholy ones.   

Hopefully the good ties far outnumber the bad. 
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PART 2 

WHY DO I FEEL SO . . . SETTLED? 

 

We all love to feel settled, safe, and complete inside. If you feel that way, 

maybe it’s partly because you have a lot of holy soul ties. 

Remember, they are called holy because they mesh with the pattern originated by 

God. He intended that we be connected to one another just as He wants us 

connected to Him. That healthy connection supplies emotional and physical 

support. It provides protection. It enables a loving relationship. 

 

A family is only one example. 
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Now, let's discuss some ways holy ties can be formed.  

One common holy (or Godly) soul tie occurs with marriage and the joining of 

bodies and souls under that covenant.  

The marriage covenant was ordained by 

God (“the two shall become one”). 

The word covenant is very important to 

remember. It goes further than a contract 

and it’s more than a legal document. A 

covenant is a solemn vow. In its original 

form it meant pledging your life, goods, and 

strength to someone else. This is sounding 

more and more like the wedding vows, isn’t it? 

 

Another common soul tie is developed with good friends. Soul-deep friendships, 

such as that of David and Jonathon in the Old Testament (I Sam 18:1-5) and Paul 

and Barnabas in the New Testament (Acts 15:40-41, 16:25-26) are Biblical 

examples of holy soul ties.  

I’m certain you can point to at least one person who fits this description in your 

life.                                              

Sometimes the tie forms right away. Other times it develops more slowly. I don’t 

know about you, but some of my closest friendships are the ones that started 
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with an emotional distance that disappeared gradually. The time element has 

very little to do with the strength of the soul tie. 

  

Family “ties” aren’t called that for no reason—they are indeed soul ties. They 

are developed through that close contact with family members, even when it isn’t 

a physical closeness. We hear about cases of siblings who were separated shortly 

after birth and yet still feel that connection on a soul level, remembering nothing 

about the other person. A child whose twin died in the womb can feel incomplete 

due to that soul tie. 

During my medical training, I saw the way mothers reacted to their brand-new 

babies. It was a beautiful, strong and holy soul tie. 

               

 

 No doubt in my mind. 

  

  

I think it all began in the Garden of Eden. God said 

it was not good for the man to be alone. I’m sure 

Adam formed a holy soul tie with Eve from the very beginning. After all, his first 

declaration when he saw her was one of recognition— 
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“Bone of my bone and flesh of my flesh.” 

And her original name—what Adam, or Ish (eesh) originally called her—wasn’t Eve 

(“mother of my children”). It was Isha (eesh á), roughly translated as “me, only 

better.” 

 Holy soul ties are joyous and beneficial and are a major reason why we feel 

close to people. 

We even have the capability of having holy soul ties with God. How cool is that?  

The Creator of the Universe wants to have holy soul ties with us! 
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PART 3 

WHY DO I FEEL SO . . . SCATTERED? 

 

Do you feel like you are scattered inside? 

Does it seem like a strong wind could blow right through you because your soul is 

full of holes? Unholy soul ties could be to blame. 

One very common way to form unholy soul ties is by 

having sex outside the covenant of marriage (read 

about covenant in Part 2). Sexual contact is not only 

the joining of bodies, but of souls.  

The two becoming one still holds as a spiritual law, 

but because the union is not blessed by marriage, the 

soul ties are unholy and lead to fracturing of the 

souls of both parties.                       

This causes you to feel emotionally scattered. It also causes distance between 

husband and wife, whether it happens before or during (outside) the marriage. 

Having sexual encounters with different people causes more fracturing and more 

unholy soul ties, even if you are in a “committed” relationship. (This has been 

referred to as “serial monogamy”).  
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Commitment does not equal covenant and does not carry the same blessing and 

spiritual/emotional protection. 

 

Unholy soul ties often occur when you put a person in the place of God. 

Expecting that person to be the source of your comfort and provision, to take care 

of you and meet all your needs is an 

impossible dream in the natural.  

It’s also idolatry – only God can do all 

that. 

If you are married but have an 

“emotional affair,” it will cause an 

unholy soul tie—you have put someone 

else in the place only your spouse is 

entitled to inhabit. 

A traumatic experience can cause the formation of an unholy soul tie with the 

person involved. If you were raped, the tie is formed by the trauma as well as the 

sexual act. If you were abused, a tie is formed with the abuser and can manifest 

as rage and hatred rather than righteous anger and forgiveness. 

Ever have real problems letting go of something or someone? Maybe it’s an 

unholy soul tie. 
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Here’s an interesting point: unholy soul ties can originate as holy ones but 

become corrupted. If you truly love someone, that’s a holy tie. But if you elevate 

them to an inappropriate position the holy tie can be replaced with an unholy 

one, or added to holy ones.  Have you ever heard someone say, “I can’t live 

without you”? This is incredibly unhealthy. It can be evidence of codependency.  

An unholy tie can coexist with a holy one for a while in the same relationship. 

Chances are it will corrupt the holy one. Even if it doesn’t, it will damage the 

relationship because it’s usually associated with a deep fear of loss. Possible 

codependency again. 

Soul ties can be so complicated! Thank goodness we aren’t in the dark about 

them anymore! 
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PART 4 

WHAT YOU CAN DO ABOUT SOUL TIES 

What do people want?  

The wonderfully settled feeling of holy soul ties.  

What do they have instead?  

The scattered feeling of unholy ones. 

 

Of course, we want to continue the holy ties. But 

how do we counter the damage caused by unholy 

ones? How do we rid ourselves of them?  

I’m glad you asked! 

  

Breaking unholy soul ties is really pretty simple and can be done even if you are 

unsure if one exists. 

Here’s the pattern: 

 In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, I take the sword of the Spirit and I 

sever this unholy soul tie with . . .  (name the other person). It is important to 

speak the name of the other person, living or dead. Our words have power. 
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 I take back whatever is holy to me that was taken by (name) and I take back 

everything I gave, whether freely or unwillingly. 

 I send back to (name) whatever is holy to (name) that was taken by me and 

I send back everything (name) gave, whether freely or unwillingly. 

 I repent and ask forgiveness for my actions that allowed this soul tie to 

form and to continue (idolatry, sex outside marriage, etc., including attitudes such 

as fear, anger, or distrust of God). 

 I take the section of the severed tie that remains connected to me and I lift 

it up to Jesus for His nurturing and restoration. (This forms a holy tie with Him.) 

 I thank you, Jesus, for showing me the truth and for restoring my scattered 

soul.                                                  

 

NOTE: soul ties can be re-formed if you allow them to, but they can also be re-

broken when it becomes necessary. 

 

 

If you feel emotionally scattered, if you just can’t get someone out of your mind, or 

if thinking about someone makes you angry at God or yourself, ask Him about it. 

You may have allowed an unholy soul tie to come back.  
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The most common way for this to happen is when we go back to our previous 

sinful actions or attitudes.  

For example:  

 If you were having sex outside of marriage and now rationalize returning to 

your activity because “I am planning to marry him”, an unholy soul tie can 

quickly return. And it won’t automatically be broken when you enter into 

marriage—not without repentance. 

 If you refuse to forgive someone or choose to hold onto your rage, that 

attitude is sinful and can allow a repeat of soul tie formation.  

Be aware that some very strong ties can be tougher to get rid of because you are 

still in relationship with that person (for example, an abusive spouse or a person 

that you have put in the place of God). 

 God is faithful, even when others are not. Let Him guide you with His wisdom 

when you think an unholy soul tie might exist. 

And don’t forget to follow through. 
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STUDY QUESTIONS 

PART 1 

BLESSED BY THE (SOUL) TIES THAT BIND . . . OR NOT 

 

1. What are the functions of the body, the soul, and the spirit?  

 

 

 

2. List three ways that unholy or ungodly soul ties might be formed.  

 

 

 

3. List three ways that holy or godly soul ties might be formed. 

 

 

 

4. List three things that indicate a soul tie exists, whether holy or unholy. Please 

differentiate between the two.  
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PART 2 

WHY DO I FEEL SO . . . SETTLED? 

 

1. Define a holy or godly soul tie and list three ways one can be formed.  

 

 

 

2. List some benefits of a godly soul tie.  

              

 

 

3. How does idolatry relate to soul ties?  

 

 

 

4. List some instances of possible holy soul tie formation in your own 

life. 
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PART 3 

WHY DO I FEEL SO . . . SCATTERED? 

1. List at least three ways by which unholy soul ties can be formed.  

 

 

 

2. Do you feel you have unholy soul ties? Do you know how they might 

have been formed? 

 

 

 

3. List some problems associated with having unholy soul ties.  

 

 

 

4. List a few things that cause unholy soul ties to form again. If you feel 

you might be in a situation where this is likely to happen, what can 

you do? 
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PART 4 

WHAT YOU CAN DO ABOUT SOUL TIES 

  

1. Can a soul tie be formed without our knowledge? Why or why not? 

 

 

2. Can a soul tie be broken without our knowledge? Why or why not?  

 

 

3. When you break a soul tie, why do you think it is important to call back 

everything that is holy to you? To send back everything that is holy to the 

other person? 

 

 

4. Have you ever broken unholy soul ties? Did it make a difference in how you 

felt? Why or why not? 
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If you want to go further into the subject of soul ties, here are a couple of 

questions to get you started: 

1. Read and research the story of David and Jonathan. What characteristics of 

their relationship are consistent with soul ties? Do you have any similar 

relationships? 

 

 

 

2. Research the attributes and requirements of a covenant. Can a covenant be 

unholy? Do you have any covenants in your life? 

 

 

 

 

 


